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A master’s project on the process of practice that went towards learning the Viola 
Concerto by Bèla Bartók, with a progressive breakdown of the work and a specific 
look at the technical difficulties that needed to be overcome in each section, how and 
why they were tackled in specific ways and what the positive result was that arose. 
The reflection on the learning process includes references to the tuition by violist 
Rivka Golani and pianist Michael Hampton, and the documented practice methods 
of the violist William Primrose. 
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• Playing!the!interval!on!the!piano!was!the!best!way!the!hear!the!distance!of!the!interval!objectively.!Also!finding!the!C!first!and!then!the!C!relative!to!it!on!the!string!was!a!good!way!to!secure!the!pitch.!After!engaging!the!‘four;second!rule’!I!also!practised!the!shift!very!quickly!to!become!comfortable!with!it!in!its!final!tempo.!This!was!a!shift!I!frequently!returned!to!due!to!its!difficulty.!!! 2. Bowing!and!String!Crossing!–!!
• This!is!a!major!issue!in!bars!34!–!35!and!38.!
• In!bars!35!–!36!I!applied!some!bowing!patterns!by!William!Primrose!to!secure!the!left;hand!and!exercising!the!bowing!technique!alongside!my!standard!method.!
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William!Primrose’s!bowing!method,!each!pattern!practised!6!times!at!the!frog,!tip!and!
middle!of!the!bow,!starting!on!a!down!bow,!then!on!an!up!bow,!equalling!a!total!of!60!
repetitions.!!
• Also!practising!the!passage!very!slowly!and!having!a!minute!double;stop!whenever!I!had!to!change!string!as!a!way!of!keeping!the!line!very!legato!in!a!faster!tempo!–!no!jumping!between!strings!!
!
The!red!marking!recognises!the!fingers!that!can!be!left!down!as!a!double2stop!and!tuning!
reference!for!the!other!fingers.!!
• In!bar!38,!the!string!crossings!are!over!every!string,!which!makes!the!passage!particularly!difficult!to!play!fluidly.!At!the!suggestion!of!Rivka!I!practised!this!passage!pianissimo!in!order!to!force!myself!to!use!a!tiny!amount!of!bow!with!absolute!control!in!my!finger!tips.!As!a!result!the!fortissimo!playing!was!much!easier.!!
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